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Simplify installation with BURNDY CPI Shear Bolt WEJTAP 
now featuring captive interface 

The CPI Shear Bolt WEJTAP has undergone a major upgrade: the interface is now integral to the connector. 
An industry staple for decades, the CPI Shear Bolt WEJTAP connectors use wedge technology to create 
a reliable and long-lasting connection. In conjunction with a spring C Body, wedge, and shear bolt, the 
interface is essential to making a secure connection. With the interface secured to the body, installation 
becomes significantly easier. 

Bolted WEJTAP connectors provide excellent reliability and service. They are comprised of a C Body that 
acts as a spring to ensure proper compression is applied to the connection for the life of its application. The 
compression is created by a wedge and bolt that shears at the proper torque which takes the guess work 
out of knowing how tight is tight. The interface is made from EC grade aluminum and ensures the electrical 
energy is transferred with minimal losses. 

The interface is now “captive” to the C Body, which prevents it from “falling” during installation. The system 
acts as a third hand so the installer can focus on making the connection and not worry about the interface 
moving. This system greatly simplifies installation with gloves or hot sticks. 

Current users of the CPI Bolted WEJTAP connectors can easily convert to the new Captive Interface version 
by simply adding the suffix “F” to the end of the standard catalog number. 

The new WEJTAP from BURNDY is available today to improve the stability and reliability of wired 
connections for electrical utilities. The connector family will be offered for wire sizes ranging from  
#6 to 636 kcmil. 

To learn more about the new Burndy WEJTAP, contact your Hubbell 
sales representative or visit https://www.hubbell.com/burndy/en today. 
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